
Welcome to Biotechnology 2 
 
 

This course is designed as a first step in helping prepare students for employment in the field of biotechnology.  
In this light, we want this experience to be as much like a job environment as possible.  Students are thus 
expected to attend regularly, be on time, complete all activities in a professional manner, and remain each day 
until class is over.  Your compensation for this job will be your grade for the course.  
 
In the world of biotechnology, the following characteristics will make you a valued employee with potential for 
advancement: 
 

 Reliability 
o be on time, carry out job duties correctly, exhibit good time management  

 Good Communication 
o have good oral and written communication skills, keep good records, maintain confidentiality 

 Interpersonal Skills 
o work well in teams, show respect and trust in colleagues, assess work of colleagues fairly 

 Initiative 
o show enthusiasm, desire to improve and effectively solve problems 

 
 
If you think about it, these “soft skills” apply to any job.  Yes, you still need industry specific “hard skills”, many 
of which you will learn in this course and the course to follow (Biotechnology 3).  However, if you are not 
reliable, do not communicate well, do not work well with others, lack enthusiasm, or do not effectively solve 
problems, you can’t expect to be successful in this or any industry, even if you have the necessary hard skills.  
Potential employers have assured us that these skills are as important as basic lab abilities.  Thus, your final 
grade in this course will address not only what you know and what you can do, but also your soft skills.   
 
 
 

Course Laboratory Format 

Once we move beyond the basics of documentation, laboratory math and metrology (making measurements), 
you will be making products (media, solutions, etc.) to use yourself in later exercises, and potentially in other 
courses.  This will involve learning how to do a production run, “cost out” the run and do quality control (QC) on 
our products, in addition to validation of equipment.  It is assumed that any person already possessing the 
particular skill being taught will take on the role of mentor to those learning the skill.  This involves helping 
others learn the skill – not doing it for them – and being respectful and honest in assessing another’s work.  
Those being helped must also be open to guidance and correction.  Remember, the goal is to produce a 
consistent product as efficiently as possible while maintaining group harmony.  
 
Most of what you will need for this course will be provided for you, however you will need to provide the 
following on your own:  
 
 

1. Lab Coat – your lab coat should be full-length such as this one:  LAB COAT 
2. Scientific Calculator – this is for performing simple arithmetic calculations that may involve exponents. 
3. Lab Notebook – this should be durable, bound and graph ruled such as this one:  LAB NOTEBOOK 
4. Black Sharpie – ideally one with both regular and fine point such as this one:  SHARPIE 

 
 
In the spirit of confidentiality, lab notebooks and any lab papers with data may not go home.  Work, including 
calculations and graphing, is to be done in the lab, during lab time.  We will make the transition to a standard 
laboratory notebook format after the first week.  

 

https://www.amazon.com/Dickies-Everyday-Scrubs-Unisex-White/dp/B0072IHTIO/ref=sr_1_3?ie=UTF8&qid=1503855615&sr=8-3&keywords=lab+coat+dickies
https://www.amazon.com/National-Computation-Notebook-Inches-43648/dp/B00007LV4B/ref=sr_1_2?ie=UTF8&qid=1503856309&sr=8-2&keywords=computation+notebook
https://www.amazon.com/Sharpie-Permanent-Markers-Marker-32101PP/dp/B000XANH9S/ref=sr_1_2?s=office-products&ie=UTF8&qid=1503856440&sr=1-2&keywords=sharpie+black+two

